Known for innovation and excellence in sleep-disordered breathing for more than 25 years, ResMed has changed the face of oral appliance therapy for the treatment of obstructive sleep apnea (OSA) with Narval™ CC, the unrivaled alternative to thermaform and acrylic.

Innovation
- CAD-enabled, precision-fit technology to digitally match your impression and prescription
- CAM laser-sintered for unparalleled durability backed by a three-year warranty
- Proven biocompatible and BPA-free medical grade materials – no mystery chemicals

Efficacy
- 91% clinical success reported among moderate OSA patients¹
- Open lingual splint maximizes tongue space to improve therapy outcomes
- Low profile design promotes necessary closed mouth and lip seal for physiological breathing during sleep

Compliance
- Clinically reported compliance of 6.7 hrs/night, 6.8 days/week²
- One of the lightest devices on the market, intended to support high patient compliance – more than 160% less bulk than the leading acrylic appliances³
Easy to use

- Simple connected splint system
  - no additional trays to manage
- Snap-and-go connecting rods offer more than 20 mm adjustment range in 0.5 mm increments of calibration
  - Backwards compatible
  - Backed by a lifetime guarantee

Cost-effective system

- In a cross-practice analysis of over 1000 delivered cases using five leading custom devices, Narval had the lowest office-impact unit cost (problem/redelivery) 4
  - In a single-practice study of 229 cases, Narval resulted in 97% success rate in case delivery5

Patient benefits

Designed with the patient in mind

- 10% less stress on TMJ than compression-based devices6
- Lateral flexibility eliminates “locked-in” sensation and offers freedom to talk and drink
- No incisor contact to reduce risk of tilting and post-wear sensitivity
- Rounded edges and counter-sunk connecting rods to minimize risk of irritation


Without Narval | With Narval
---|---
AHI (p<0.0001) | 29 | 10 (89%)
AI (p<0.0001) | 12 | 3
Desat index | 20 | 8 (79% success rate (defined as ≥ 50% reduction in AHI) irrespective of OSA severity2)

Loud snoring was resolved in 89% of patients2
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